
 institutional email
keywords are linkable to other
articles and authors

How to create and update
a researcher profile with...

Edit your profile...

Register or sign in at
https://scholar.google.com

Sort by title, citations or year 

Review the data: arrange, detect duplicates, delete records and add coauthors

preferred name (recommendation: include
your ORCID ID in brackets)

... search by author or keywords from title in
different languages

Add articles, books chapters, proceedings...

articles grouped by authors with similar names

Select articles to merge
duplicates, to delete or to
export.

Citations from the same
article will be summed.

Search by
surname
and add
coauthors 

Click on titles to see
full text articles,
citations and to make
modifications 

... when registering for the first time ... or once you have been registered

Create alerts to
receive an
email when
your articles
are cited

 photo profile

... or add them manually

articles list

Complete configuration:
updates and privacy
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Bibliometrics indicators

 include your ORCID webpage

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona https://ror.org/052g8jq94

University, ROR code
@uab.cat

https://orcid.org/0000-0000-0000-00000

https://ror.org/

https://scholar.google.com/


What would a complete 
researcher profile look like? 

Check who cites
the work and
find related
articles

Name Surname (ORCID: 0000-0000-0000-0000) 

On the Settings page you can choose language or
number of results per page and also you can
select the browser button to add articles.

Follow other researchers profiles and create alerts to receive notifications from
publications of your area of concern.

Make you profile public to: 
- Create alerts and receive email notifications when your works receive new
citations.
- Increase your visibility and improve your web positioning.

Keep your profile updated. In case of common names, avoid automatic updates.

Total number of citations from the last 5 years
i10 index: articles with at least  10 citations

Institutional email is not public

Most elements are linkable. Click on institution to search other
authors from UAB or click on keywords to see related articles

Preferred name + (ORCID)

RECOMMENDATIONS

Create alerts when you receive new
citations and follow other authors

Take advantage from all Google Scholar functionalities:

Bibliometric indicators provided by Google Scholar:

Search documents of your interest, arrange them at you library and create alerts by email

Consult the publications with more
impact and the main finance
organizations +

+

Publications:
h5 index: h index for articles published in the last 5 years
h5 median: median of citations per article belonging to the h5
index 

Link to UAB libraries
catalog to check the full
text

 Access to the full record

Bibliometric indicators

Articles:

Authors:
h index: number of publications by an author in relation to
the citations received. h9 index means that at least 9 works
have received 9 or more citations
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Name Surname


